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Bonneval was not by any means the only ' Gentleman Errant.'.
Wandering craftsmen were naturally still more numerous.
William Cockerill, engineer in Russia and Sweden, founder of
the great ironworks at Liege, is a famous instance. It is
possible that the theory of the social leaders of the eighteenth
century may have been (as the historian Lecky says it was)
that there should be a disciplined and industrious lower class
and an intelligent and managing upper class; but practice did
not conform to the theory.
Another common idea of the eighteenth century is that it
was infidel—Voltairean; and Gibbon (after Voltaire) is taken \
as the classic example of this. An unbiased examination of \
the people who emerge into history in that age will prove that :
it contained no greater infidel element than the present, nor
a smaller proportion of saintly characters. High Society was
shockingly immoral; but the Christian life flourished in many
quarters, if mainly among the smaller bourgeoisie.
A third charge against the eighteenth century is that it
was an age of wars. It must be admitted that war was its
great failure. The age was sufficiently reasonable and intelligent
to want to abolish war, and certainly should and would have
greatly reduced the scourge, but for the evil step of Frederick
the Great in 1740. Nevertheless, the wars in the eighteenth
century (down to the opening of the French Revolution) were
fewer and less destructive to human life than in any previous
age.
A fourth charge is that the eighteenth century was formal ^
and rigid—a * classical age/ an age of peruke, powder, and the
dress-sword, an age of the ten-syllabled couplet and the
dramatic unities. All these things existed, yet they never
absorbed the mind and spirit of man; for there never was a
year in the eighteenth century, from the time of Robinson
Crusoe and Gulliver's Travels to that of Wertker, the Contrat
social, Paul et Virginie, and Lyrical Battads, when the call
of the * romantic' was dead. The eighteenth century was
a * classical age,' sweetened by a persistent renaissance of
the romantic spirit. Goethe's hexameter idyll, Hermann und
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